
 
BRAZIL JAGUAR TOUR - 2016 

NORTHERN PANTANAL (06 - 14 OCTOBER) 

 EXTENSION TO EMAS NATIONAL PARK  (15 - 18 OCTOBER) 

 

TOUR REPORT BY LEADER REGINA RIBEIRO 

PHOTOS BY REGINA RIBEIRO AND TERRY SWAINBANK 

 

ITINERARY IN BRIEF: 

06 October – Arrival in Cuiaba. Transfer to Hotel Mato Grosso by the Pixaim River, Pantanal. 
Night spotting. 

07 October – Early morning safari along the transpanteira followed by boat excursion at Pixiam 
River. Afternoon transfer to Porto Jofre Hotel. Night spotting. 

08 October – Full day boat ride for jaguars and other wildlife at the Cuiaba River and its 
tributaries. Night spotting. 

09 October - Full day boat ride for jaguars and other wildlife at the Cuiaba River and its 
tributaries. Night spotting. 

10 October – Transfer to Jaguar Ecological Reserve (JER). Afternoon drive in the surroundings. 
Night spotting. 

11 October – Early morning visit to JER observation tower. After breakfast transfer to Araras 
lodge. Afternoon and night exploration by truck.  

12 October – Araras lodge, morning walk and drive. Afternoon drive along the transpantaneira 
and along Rio Clarinho property. Night spotting. 

13 October - Araras lodge, morning walk and drive. Afternoon drive and canoe ride at 
Sentinela. Night walk around the lodge. 

14 October – Araras lodge, optional morning walk and spare time. Transfer to Cuiaba airport. 
Fly to Campo Grande for the tour extension.  

15 October – Morning transfer, Campo Grande to Emas NP. Lunch at Chapadao do Ceu town 
and transfer to the lodge, Pousada do Gloria.  Afternoon drive exploration in the surroundings. 
Night spotting. 

16 October – Early drive into the park and walk along Rio Formoso. Afternoon drive in inside 
the park. Night spotting. 

17 October – Morning and afternoon drive inside/outside of park. Night spotting. 

18 October – Early transfer to Campo Grande airport. Fly home. End of tour. 



 

 

Female jaguar, Três Irmãos River, Pantanal 

 

´´Situated in western central Brazil, the Pantanal is the largest inland wetland on Earth and 

home to a breathtaking diversity of flora and fauna. It has one of the world´s largest jaguar 

populations and some of the largest jaguars tipping the scales at average of 100kg in males 

and 70kg in females. The gargantuan Pantanal jaguars are well fed by a variety of large-

bodied prey, including abundant capybaras. Rivers provide no escape for their prey. The big 

cat has such strong jaws that it can bite through the skull of its prey with its canines (BBC 

Wildlife Magazine, September 2016: Brazil´s Jaguar power).´´ 

 

DAYS 1 & 2 (October 06 to 07) - PANTANAL, PIXAIM RIVER  

This was another great year for our jaguar tour with a total of 6 individuals observed. Besides 

the excellent views of this endangered cat, we had a spectacular selection of wildlife being 

seen. That included the odd looking Giant Anteaters, Brazilian Tapirs, Giant and River Otters, 

the rare Greater Grison found for the first time in our trips and others as armadillos, monkeys, 

skunks and deers. Certainly birds were the most group seen with great numbers recorded and 

our reptile score in specially the snakes was quite interesting too.  

Met up the group of 5 guests at Cuiaba airport and before heading off to our destination, the 

Pantanal, we went for lunch in a pleasant restaurant overlooking the Cuiaba River and in the 

surrounded trees and nearby pond we watched birds such as Black-fronted Nunbird, 



Olivaceous Woodcreeper, Bananaquit and Least grebe. It was a nice away to relax from a long 

journey as we still had a few more hours to go until reaching our hotel. After 90km, a short 

stop in the town of Pocone and continuing south towards the transpantaneira gravel road 

which we entered early afternoon. By the entrance gate the wildlife abundance starts to 

appear and further stops were made to watch Greater Rheas, Paraguayan Caimans and water 

birds along with birds of prey concentrated by the remaining ponds along the road. Species 

seen included, Jabiru and Wood Storks, Great and Snowy Egrets, Rufescent-Tiger Heron, 

White-necked Heron, Roseate Spoonbill, White-faced Duck, Snail Kite, Black-collared Hawk, 

Ringed Kingfisher and  a Green-Iguana slowly crossing the bridge in front of our vehicle. 

Continuing south, this first run of the road provided us with good surprises such as the  Giant 

Anteater,  a feeding group of coatis, Crab-eating foxes, Azara´s agoutis,  Marsh deers and a  

family of the world´s largest rodent, the Capybaras.  

 

Paraguayan Caimans by the Pantanal entrance 

At dusk, we finally arrived at our Hotel Mato Grosso, located by the Pixaim River. After dinner, 

a night safari was offered as this area would be a good opportunity to find species such as tapir 

and ocelot seen in previous trips.  A cold front had just come through causing sudden drop in 

temperature and slowing down the animal´s activities. Although I planned to have a short drive 

it was longer than I expected eventhough we managed to see a Brazilian Rabbit, Crab-eating 

raccoon, a brocket deer, Boat-billed Herons and a few Pauraques. 

DAYS 2 TO 5 (October 07 to 10) - PANTANAL, PIXAIM TO PORTO JOFRE 

A short safari was proposed at sunrise for another try north of the transpantaneira but it was 

still cold and for mammals nothing was found apart from the Capybaras. Came back for 

breakfast and at 07h00 we boarded our boat for the trip along the atmospheric Pixaim River, 

aiming to look for the Giant Otters. Shortly after boarding a wealth of wildlife specially birds 

was seen including Sungrebe, Bare-faced Curassow, Chaco Chachalaca, Bare-faced Ibis, Gray-

necked Woodrail, Blue and Red-throated Piping-guans, Chestnut-bellied Guan but we were 

moving straight towards the otters burrow without stopping much. We arrived there in good 

time to watch a family group of about 6-8 individuals with two youngsters playing, feeding 

amongst the tree roots, investigating our boat closely and vocalizing loudly, a very fulfilling 

experience with this endangered predator.  



 

 

Giant Otter´s family with offsprings of 5 months old.  Pixaim River, Pantanal. 

We left them behind and slowly started making our way back stopping to watch and 

photograph the Iguanas basking in the sun, caimans and birds like the Green-and-rufous 

Kingfisher and the striking Sunbittern. Moving further east along the river the smaller and 

solitary Neotropical River Otter was spotted, hunting and feeding at close range.  

 

 

Neotropical River Otter                                                  Black-striped Capuchin Monkey 

Another group of Giant Otters with fewer individuals were spotted when just arriving at the 

hotel and a troop of Black-striped Capuchins composed by adults and juveniles were watched 

searching for food in the trees. Back to the hotel grounds we got distracted at the feeder 

watching colorful birds like Chestnut-eared Aracari, Orange-backed Troupial, Silver-beaked 

Tanagers, Yellow-billed Cardinals and Saffron-finch as well as a juvenile Capuchin Monkey 

stealing food.  A colony of the beautiful bats on genus Platyrrhinus, generally known as Leaf-

nosed Bats, were seen in their day roost at the hotel. They were previously identified as Tent-

making Bat (Uroderma bilobatum) but are in fact one of the Leaf-nosed Bats.  



  

Leaf-nosed Bats, Phatyrrhinus sp.                                                Chestnut-eared Aracari 

The morning temperature had warmed up a lot and as we would still have time before lunch 

we headed towards the hotel trail by the river. The forest was silent and nothing was moving 

apart from a running agouti and a group of hidden howlers in the canopy but in the river we 

managed to see Ringed, Amazon and a Green-and-rufous Kingfishers, White-winged Swallows, 

Anhingas, and two more Giant Otters came out from the water to check us out.  

 

  

Red-and-green kingfisher                                           Juvenile Great Horned Owl 

After lunch we were leaving to Porto Jofre Hotel for the next 3 nights. We set off departure for 

13h30 and due to the intense heat this run of the trip would be done in our air-conditioner 

vehicle until Campo Jofre, the largest area of flooded fields along the transpantaneira and a 

place with a great diversity of wildlife. From there we would switch to the safari truck until our 

final destination.  On the way, an enviable array of birds as the iconic and beautiful Hyacinth 

Macaws, Capped Heron, Southern Screamers, Green Ibis, Striated Herons, Little-Blue Heron, 

Toco Toucan and mammals as Marsh deers, numerous capybaras, Azara´s Agouti and a group 

of about 20 White-lipped Peccaries. Once at Campo Jofre, the residents Great Horned Owls 

were spotted and one juvenile sitting in the open almost at eye level was a good plus. It was 



still hot when we boarded our truck about 16h30 but sooner the temperature reached more 

pleasant levels and we enjoyed watching huge flocks of  Gray-breasted Martins taking off in 

front of our vehicle, Yellow-billed terns fishing in the ponds, Southern Screamers, White-

necked Herons, Neotropical cormorants, Muscovy and Black-bellied ducks. Arrival at 18h00 in 

our hotel.  

After a nice dinner we went for a short drive along the transpantaneira and airfield and seen a 

few Pauraques, Little Nightjar, lots of Rococo toads, bats flying along the ponds by the bridges 

and in our return to the lodge, suddenly a bizarre scene came out, a Mussurana Snake starting 

to eat a lizard which we watched until the last piece was gone. Further, south along the forest 

path our driver stopped for something that had crossed the road like a cat an ocelot) which 

was also seen by one of the clients. But unfortunately it vanished before we could all see it. 

 

A Mussurana (Black False Boa) eating a Spix´s Whiptail lizard             @ Terry Swainbank 

Our next 2 days at Jofre was devoted to search for the endangered jaguar (Panthera onca) 

along the Cuiaba River and its tributaries. Internationally, Porto Jofre has become the best 

destination in the Americas to see them due to its high density in the area. This wild cat, the 

largest in the neotropics is well fed here by a variety of preys that includes capybaras and 

caimans.  Our boat was arranged for 06h00 a perfect time to be watching the animals getting 

ready for the day. The array of birds in the river was plentiful and we made several stops to 

watch and photograph. Continued  moving up stream towards the Corixo Negro, a small river 

and a hotspot for jaguars in addition to be  home for hundreds of caimans, countless species of 

birds as White-rumped Sandpipers, Pied Lapwings, Black-skimmers along with herons, egrets, 

kingfishers, screamers, hawks and Yellow-rumped caciques. There we got entertained by a 

family of Giant others catching fish and swimming fast along the river.  



 

Striated heron waiting to get fish scraps from the Giant otter´s meal 

Around 08h00, a radio call announced a first jaguar a bit further in the upper Tres Irmãos River 

however we decided to try as on the way chances are good to find more. A sudden change on 

the boat´s route meant another jaguar close by. That was exciting!  Our boatman speed up and 

we got to the place on the river bend in time to watch this beautiful cat camouflaged along the 

bank´s edge  hidden by some hanging vegetation.  We watched for a short time as it had 

decided to move away. Around 10h00 another jaguar was found in the vicinities and when 

getting there a bit of a shock seen a good number of people disembarked and staying less than 

50m away from the cat, something in disagreement with the local rules. However we kept our 

attention on the cat itself that seemed to be stalking caimans and was sitting on the beach 

showing its splendid coat with its back to us and providing good views when moving and 

disappearing along the beach. In the afternoon, departure at 14h30 and shortly getting news 

about a jaguar. At 15h15 we arrived in the place just in time to see a male cub moving along 

the bank and disappearing until we realized it has climbed a tree of about 5m high. This is not a 

common situation as jaguars do climb trees but they are more commonly seen on the ground.  

He was well hidden up there and it was interesting to witness the giant otters swimming under 

the tree completely aware of the jaguar presence up there without making a big fuss.  The 

heat was super intense but we did not move from our spot and more than one hour later it 

finally came down, walking along the bank and even tried to hunt capybaras obscured in tall 

grass. In the last 4 months this cub that might be close to a year of age, has been observed 

often with his sister and mother in this neighborhood.  Jaguar studies in the area have 

concluded that most dominant males in the Pantanal hold their territory for just two of three 

years before are replaced by a newcomer or neighbor.  Still to be discovered how females with 

cubs navigate in this dangerous landscape. 



 

 

Jaguar male cub 

The drop in temperature made our journey so much pleasant and we kept navigating 

searching for more cats until light started to fade away.  On our return a fourth jaguar sighting 

of the day,  at the Cuiaba River,  a brief and clear view of a massive old male and a spectacular 

swimmer that has been seen in the area in the last few months. The sunset in the river was 

quite impressive and even more watching the hundreds of Greater Fishing Bats hawking over 

the water catching insects and Band-tailed Nighthawks feeding on insects above our heads. 

Our fifth jaguar was seen very close to our hotel, a superb male cat found swimming and 

allowing us a beautiful view whilst rushing out of the water looking in our direction before 



disappearing into tall vegetation.   Back to the lodge at 18h15, a tiring but wonderful day. After 

dinner, a session of night spotting along the airfield and a nearby property provided us with an 

excellent view of a big individual of a Brazilian Tapir slowly moving across the path in front of 

our truck and soon disappearing into the bushes. 

Our second day started with an early departure heading out upstream towards the Piquiri 

River. Arriving there the radio informed a nearby female jaguar with a small cub swimming 

across the river therefore we spend a good amount of time in that area hoping to find them 

again with no success. Meanwhile we saw a troop of Capuchin Monkeys in the trees, Giant 

otters passing by, and plenty of birds such as Bare-faced ibis, Great-Black Hawk, Toco Toucans 

flying across amongst others. We left the place continuing our journey up river and seen 

Parrots like Blue-headed, Orange-winged flying across, lots of Piping Guans picking up fruits on 

the ground, more views of a Sungrebe and on the beaches Large and Yellow-billed Terns, 

Jabiru Storks, Black-crowned Night Herons and a snake swimming across the water just about 

to reach the riverbank and vanishing into the vegetation. Returning to the Cuiaba Rivera jaguar 

location at the Tres Irmãos was informed. The jaguar, this time a female, lounging on the 

riverbank and eventually turning its back to the boats was observed for over an hour and when 

it finally decided to move we watched her spraying urine to mark its territory before moving 

inside the forest.  

 

Female jaguar marking its territory, Tres Irmãos River 

 

This afternoon our boat excursion towards Negrinho River, going downstream, is a quiet and 

beautiful place full of life. At 15h00 we were entering the river and stops were made to 

photograph Capped heron, Green Kingfishers, Green Ibis and a Spectacled Owl on its roost a 

species not common to be found here and indeed a rare opportunity to find one.  Further 

down, 3 troops of Black-and-Gold Howlers were watched with adults, juveniles and infants and 

an fun scene of a male capybara chasing away another male that was close by, a Jabiru Stork 

nest with big chicks and many other birds. We returned to our hotel watching a spectacular 

sunset with bats and nighthawks flying around. 



 

  

                    Spectacled Owl in its roost                                                     Sungrebe 

 

 

 

The endearing Capybaras, the world´s largest rodent 

 

DAYS 5 TO 6 (October, 10 to 11) - PANTANAL, JAGUAR ECOLOGICAL RESERVE 

Jaguar Ecological Reserve, located 35km away, was our destination for one night. This is a well-

known place to search for Jaguars on land and other wildlife. A pre-breakfast walk to explore  

the hotel grounds provided good chances to see a selection of birds in close range such as 

Hyacinth Macaws, White-eyed and Yellow-chevroned Parakeets, Plumbeous and Buff-necked 

ibis, Toco toucans as well as water birds by the pond of Amazonian Lilies like Black-bellied 

Whistling Ducks, Solitary Sandpipers and  Wattled Jacanas. At 07h00 we were ready to depart 

as the early morning rides with its innumerous birds is pleasurable and remarkable experience. 

It did not take long for the sun to reach uncomfortable levels and by the time we arrived at JER 

the heat was intense and fewer animals were observed.  We had some free time to wander 



around  the lodge where there is  always nice things to look for, a big resident Tegu Lizard was 

spotted and seen birds as parakeets, parrots, macaws and woodcreepers. At 16h00 we 

boarded our truck to Santa Isabel road making a stop at the abandon research station where 

Seba´s Short-tailed Bats roosts and although heard a lot of them only one was found. The birds 

observed along the area of Santa Isabel road included the Chestnut-bellied Guans, Thrush-like 

Wren, Hawks like Roadside, Savannah, Black-collared and Great-Black, Black-capped 

Donacobius, Bare-faced Curassows, Blue-fronted parrots,  Hyacinth Macaws drinking water on 

the ground, Jabiru storks nesting, Undulated Tinamous in addition to others as agoutis and the 

dazzling Blue-morpho butterflies. The night session was devoted to look for ocelots reported 

to be seen north of the transpantaneira and at Santa Isabel. However tonight we found 2 pairs 

of Crab-eating foxes in close range, Brazilian rabbits, a nice view of Great Potoo and by the 

bridge near JER the ponds illuminated by caimans eyes was quite impressive. Unfortunately 

there were no spotted cats in the area. 

  

              Great Potoo     @Terry Swainbank                       Male Marsh deer the largest cervid species of      
South America 

DAYS 6 TO 9 (October, 11 to 14) - PANTANAL, ARARAS LODGE 

This morning the sunrise walk to JER observation tower was enjoyable with an impressive view 

of the surrounding forest and the delightful calls of the birds waking up.  From the tower it was 

calling Blue-crowned Trogons, Amazonian Motmots and Dull-capped Attilas and seen 

Chestnut-eared Aracaris, Toucans, Hyacinth Macaws, Scaly-headed and Blue-fronted Parrots, 

Crimson-crested Woodpecker in addition to a  family of howler monkeys up in the canopy. On 

the grounds by the tower we rescued a bunch of Rococo toads trapped in  deep water whole.  

Today, we have started our last leg of the trip heading back north along the transpantaneira 

towards Araras Lodge, aiming to arrive there for lunch. On the way was seen the attractive but 

strange Laughing Falcon with its large head and wide wings, the juvenile Capuchin Monkey by 

the feeder as well as Grayish Saltator, Sayaca and Palm tanagers, male and females Marsh 

deers  Gray-and Red Brocket deers  as well as solitary male coatis. Arrived at the lodge as 



planned for a nice lunch and had some spare time. Araras Lodge only distant 27km from the 

pantanal gate is a place of friendly atmosphere, cozy accommodations and its interesting 

location offers a great diversity of habitats thus offering good chances to find varied species. 

The afternoon and night drives inside the property produced a variety of species seen before, a 

large group of coatis, two species of brocket deers, agoutis, rabbits, foxes, capybaras, caimans, 

Whistling Heron, Great Potoo, Spot-tailed Nightjar, but also new ones as Red-footed tortoise, 

Yellow Armadillo, Lesser fishing Bats roosting in a hollow fig tree by the lodge, Chaco Pond 

Frog and Chaco TreeFrog with his amazing call, and plentiful birds as Greater Rheas, Whistling 

Heron,  Great-rufous Woodcreeper, Campo Flicker, Red-crested Cardinal and others.   

The following morning at sunrise a stroll along the boardwalk by our accommodations 

produced Purple Gallinules, Gray-crested Cachalote and Greater Thornbird. After break we 

went for a walk along the boardwalk that provides access to a path of forest with a canopy 

tower, a good place to find the elusive Black-tailed Marmosets. Due to the rain in the 

surroundings yesterday, the trail was buggy and surprisingly quite. From the tower, we had 

lovely views of the marshes and forest with abundant water birds dispersed into the fields, the 

Orange-winged Parrots feeding in the trees and a Marsh deer in the distance. Coming down 

the tower along the trail were seen agoutis and a small marmoset family with 3 individuals 

came investigating and performing well for us. The annoying bugs combined with the heat 

drove us back to the lodge with some views of Straight-billed Woodcreeper, Red-billed 

Scythebill, a female Helmeted Manakin and Short-crested Flycatcher.   

 

Black-tailed Marmoset                                               Laughing Falcon 

The recent rains had refilled the drying ponds south of the transpantaneira and in the 

afternoon we headed in that direction for about 16 km to visit a property and lodge called Rio 

Clarinho. The narrow path filled with water holes was a shady and lush forest and varied 

species were reported to being seen here. On this drive seen Little Woodpecker along with 5 

Red-footed Tortoise which was a treat as never before so many in such close range to each 

other was spotted. The road ends in an open field area where the lodge is located between a 

corixo (remaining water channel) and the Rio Claro. By the house the Golden-collared Macaws 

appeared and a Crab-eating Fox at daytime. We visited the river watching a splendid sunset 

and slowly started to make our way back. The distinctive frog´s calls coming from the ponds 

were incredible and at this time the Chaco Pond Treefrog which sounds like a car race was 

found.  Besides all frogs and nightjars observed on the main road, a Crab-eating Raccoon and a 

juvenile Giant Anteater were seen moving along the forest edge and disappearing into the 



bushes.  After our evening meal, another short drive was proposed, this time driving north but 

only the usual foxes, rabbits, brocket deers and the Great Potoo were out. 

  

Crab-eating Raccoon @Terry Swainbank 

  Red-footed Tortoise 

 

Morning started with a short walk and breakfast afterwards in the open-air restaurant 

surrounded by Yellow-billed cardinals and Purplish Jays trying to steal food from our table. 

Other birds present during breakfast time included Green-barred Woodpeckers, Hyacinth 

Macaws, Ferruginous Pygmy Owl and the colorful Blue-and-Yellow Macaw. On board of our 

truck went for a short ride opposite to the lodge towards the Fawcett trail where we did not 

stay long there due to the bugs. Again by truck we went exploring new areas of the lodge and 

besides the wealth of birds seen at least 2 large groups of coatis plus solitary males, had a 

much better view of the Yellow Armadillo going into its burrow, Gray-brocket deers and the 

stop by the pond at Passo da Ema ranch found a camouflaged Spiny Lava Lizard and a huge 

Orchid blossom high up in the tree and at last a pair of Whistling herons courting.  



 

South American Coati                                                        Gray-brocket deer 

It has been a good morning with the usual midday break.  After lunch just by the open-air 

restaurant into a nearby bush the beautiful Parrot Snake was spotted and it ended up to be a 

mating pair giving people best opportunities for photos. After some free time we boarded the 

truck and journeyed across the Passo da Ema ranch onwards through various patches of dry 

forest and fields and finally arriving at the river for our canoe ride at Sentinela along the river, 

Rio Claro. We set off on our canoes paddling up stream against the sun and suddenly heard a 

big splash; a tapir that was hidden in the water among vegetation vanished into the forest. As 

the river got clogged with water hyacinths we made a return and on the bend a movement 

that seemed to be an otter was noticed. From the canoes seen various kingfisher species, 

heard the marmosets again but the Agami heron which we were hoping to see was not there. 

We spend about 1 hour in the canoes in such a peaceful piece of nature which ended with the 

sun going down. As we were boarding we heard the word otters coming from a client and we 

all rushed to the wooden platform by the river and hidden under a log a River Otter came out 

into the open and everyone had very good looks. On the way back to the lodge we came 

spotlighting but nothing new was seen.  

 

Parrot Snake 

Tonight was our last night as a group as the trip would be ending tomorrow and instead of a 

truck drive the group had preferred to explore the canopy tower boardwalk by foot but on our 

path a row of caimans blocking our way made it impossible. We changed plans and took the 

lodge´s entrance path where we had a lovely view of a Crab-eating raccoon feeding on palm 

fruits completely relaxed with our presence and enjoyed the night sounds along with frogs and 

bats watched around. 



After our last open-air breakfast at Araras, some leisure time. With fewer clients we visited the 

boardwalk looking for birds have missed; Blue-crowned Trogon and Mato Grosso Antbird 

which was successfully accomplished. Lunch at the lodge and departure to Cuiaba´s airport. 

We were still in the transpantaneira near the entrance gate when something vanished across 

the road, a Greater Grison (Galictis vittata), observed for the first time in our trips and a rare 

animal do see. It ran across the road side shrubs and coming out again kept running through 

the open field into the woods. The specie is very similar in appearance with Lesser Grison 

(Galicts cuja) but much larger size even observed in distance of 30m away.  It was an exciting 

and excellent way of ending a successful trip!   

 

 

 

 

TOUR EXTENSION – EMAS NATIONAL PARK 

DAYS 09 TO 13 (October, 15 to 18) - CAMPO GRANDE TO EMAS NP, POUSADA DO GLÓRIA  

With two of the clients I started the extension trip to Emas National Park and Campo Grande 

was our destination tonight. The journey from Campo Grande to Chapadao do Sul, the nearest 

town to the park is approximately 6 hours or 339km heading northeast. The first 100 km we 

drove on the main highway before turning to a secondary road running along the country side 

where in the open fields is common to see Greater Rheas and Giant Anteaters. Luckily, one 

was seen on the grounds of a ranch located by the road and a perfect spot to watch this 

gigantic anteater slowly moving in our direction while feeding and drinking from a water 

reservoir. Happy enough with such a special encounter and for a good amount of time we left 

the place. Arrived in town for lunch and continued to Pousada do Gloria, located 38km away 

on the edge of the park with good chances to find wildlife in its surroundings.  



 

Giant Anteater  

The national park of Emas is a UNESCO World Heritage site since it represents a priority area 

for protection of the Cerrado Biome, Brazilian Savannah Woodland, and the second largest in 

South America. The national park situated on the northeastern edge of the Pantanal protects 

132.000 hectares of vegetation types mainly composed by grasslands, shrubs, and narrow 

ribbons of riparian forest with a rich diversity of flora and fauna.  The park is also home for 

thousands of termite mounds which produce a unique phenomenon, the bioluminescence that 

can be seen with more intensity by September-October when the rains begin. Humidity, 

warmer temperature and darker night are the ideal conditions to observe the nocturnal 

glowing termite mounds.  During our stay there we were lucky enough to watch the intensity 

of the bioluminescence with a series of illuminated termites dispersed along the fields 

resembling city lights.  

 

Emas National Park landscape with its countless termite mounds 



 

Emas or Greater Rheas are abundant along the fields 

We arrived at Pousada do Glória in the rain with time to set plans for the afternoon with the 

local experts.  The rustic and pleasant style of the lodge, make the place an ideal base for our 

tours due to its location. Emas has remarkable wildlife with a good number of Cerrado species 

represented there. Looking for the most desired species as Maned Wolf, Hoary´s Fox, Pampa´s 

Cat, Puma, Giant Anteater and Giant Armadillo can be hard working and frustrating 

considering that a large area needs to be covered in a place with low density of these species. 

On the other hand the findings can be rewarding since these species can be even more difficult 

to find anywhere else. The park has become an isolated area dominated by large crop fields 

which at the same time that impacts its environment thus creates opportunities to find 

animals that cross into the crop areas to feed. The avifauna is also represented by a variety of 

Cerrado endemics including, Red-legged Seriema, Curl-crested Jay, Collared Crescentchest, 

Cock-tail Tyrant, Black-throated Saltator, Coal-crested Finch, White-rumped Tanager and 

others.  

  

Red-legged Seriema                                             Curl-crested Jay 



After the rain was gone on board of our small safari truck we headed to the potential areas to 

look for animals along the Bandeira-Gloria roads. In special today, the afternoon and night 

drives were very productive with a lot of diverse species  seen; White-lipped peccaries outside 

of the lodge,  followed by  Red-legged Seriema in its nest, Curl-crested Jays, lots of Blue-and-

yellow Macaws, Burrowing and Barn Owls, Common Potoo, the rare White-winged Nightjar, 

Nine-banded armadillo, Crab-eating Foxes and  Hog-nosed Skunks being chased by the foxes, 

two Brazilian Tapirs, a False Coral Snake and for first time seen the bioluminescence. 

 

 Brazilian Tapir 

 

  

Amazonian False Coral Snake                                                 Nine-banded Armadillo 

The following day at dawn we started our exploration by truck along Gloria road where 

recently the locals have seen wolf tracks, fresh Giant Armadillo holes and pumas. The chilly 

morning did not produce much but as soon as it warmed up the wildlife  started to appear and 

the first ones found was the White-lipped peccaries, Crab-eating fox,  Hog-nosed Skunk moving 

fast through the field and a small group of Pampa´s deer. Stops were done along the way to 

watch and photograph several species of parrots as Blue-and-Yellow Macaws, the uncommon 

Blue-headed Parrots, Peach-fronted Parakeets feeding on flowers, Toco-toucans, Cock-tailed 

Tyrant and others. More further stop to look for Common Long-tongued bats by the park´s 

buildings, to watch Green-barred Woodpecker nesting, a family of Bare-faced Curassows, 

Southern Crested and Yellow-headed Caracaras amongst others.  



 

Peach-fronted Parakeet                                         Blue-and-yellow Macaw, juvenile 

Then continued towards a different areas in the surroundings of the Formoso River which are 

good areas to try the Maned Wolf and Green Anaconda. On the way had views of Blue-and-

yellow macaws, Streamer-tailed Tyrants, White-headed Marsh Tyrant, Aplomado Falcon, 

White-tailed Hawks, Burrowing Owls, Crimson-crested Woodpeckers, Fork-tailed Palm Swift 

and Pampa´s deer. Strangely we saw no Yellow armadillos this time since is a common specie 

in the area. In addition to that it was impressive to observe a huge variety of native plants 

including bromeliads, orchids, flowering bushes and trees. The riparian forest trail along the 

Formoso River is a beautiful and lush habitat and interesting species seen there included the 

striking Helmeted Manakin and Marsh Orchid (Habenaria sp.). Also heard the Cone-billed 

Tanager a rare bird that was believed to be extinct for many years and rediscovered at Emas in 

2003.  Back to the lodge for lunch and some free time. 

                            Marsh Orchid – Habenaria sp.                               Bromeliaceae 
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Douradão, Family Rubiaceae                                           Pequi Tree blossom (Caryocar brasiliense) 

For the rest of the day, plans included a pack-dinner to take with us to stay until later in the 

evening  along the park´s grasslands to search for species like the wolf, puma, Hoary´s fox and 

pampa´s cat. The afternoon drive produced mainly bird’s sightings as Greater Rheas, 

Burrowing Owls nesting on the termite hills, Fork-tailed Flycatchers, macaws, parrots and 

interesting bushes of ripe native fruits, a source of food for a lot of animals up there. Our nice 

pack-dinner was served by the lookout point, Mirante do Avoador, where the great looking 

bird White-eared Puffbird was seen as well as a wonderful pair of Scissor-tailed nightjars. On 

board again as we started to move along the rain came sudden and barely allowing time for us 

to cover ourselves but fortunately not taking too long to go away and giving us a chance to 

watch a bit of the bioluminescence in some gigantic termite mounds. The drive back to the 

lodge animals seen   lot of Pampa´s deers spread along the grasslands, Hug-nosed Skunk, Crab-

eating fox, Marsh deers, white-lipped peccaries and a different species of False Coral Snake.    

 

  

White=lipped peccaries at Pousada do Gloria lodge and   Pampa´s deer 

Another early morning and at this time we took the main dirt road that runs parallel to the 

park going towards the marshes to look for the wolf.   There we found our first Anteater for 

Emas area itself, a beautiful and big individual. On this morning ride seen pampa´s deers, more 

Marsh deers, peccaries, Green Ameiva Lizard flocks of Blue-and-yellow Macaws, Red-

shouldered  Macaws, Yellow-faced Amazon Parrot  feeding on the termite mound, Blue-



fronted Parrots ,White-eyed and peach fronted parakeets along with  Collared Crescentchest, 

Gray and White-rumped Monjitas, Yellow-rumped Marsh birds and various species of flowers. 

Today was our last day here and we plan to leave for the afternoon drive then extending until 

early evening coming back for a light meal and then pack.  

 

Burrowing Owl 

 

Yellow-faced Amazon 

The idea was to try again the same marshes of this morning as wolf tracks were seen. Present 

there was the same giant anteater seen earlier and at dusk a bit further up counted 5 more 

individuals dispersed along the marshes in close range to each other. Indeed this was a 

wonderful year for the giants with 9 individuals observed and unfortunately no success to find 

the other desired mammal´s species.  In the surroundings had a glimpse of a Lesser Grison 

dashing across the field, a Crab-eating fox, a solitary White-lipped peccary and Red-legged 



seriemas with a chick and White-tailed Hawk in close range. On the main road during the 

spotlight session a Neotropical Rattlesnake slowly crossed our way, a Hog-nosed Skunk and 

night birds as White-winged Nightjar. Changing our way we turned into the park along 

Bandeira road where tonight we had a chance to witness the peak of the bioluminescence with 

countless termites’ mounds glowing in the dark something that only happens a few times 

during its season and an exceptional experience! 

Following morning breakfast and early departure to Campo Grande airport arriving there in 

good time for lunch and check-in flights. 

 

 

Neotropical Rattlesnake 

 


